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Chapter 2761

Zhongquan was helpless: “What is the meaning of this kind of kid-like sophistry?

Charlie said sternly, “I’m not sophistry, it’s the actual situation. Zynn never stayed at
Shangri-La. The check-in information does not have his name, and the monitor there
has no record of his entering the hotel, do you understand?”

Zhongquan hurriedly asked him: “You erased all the surveillance video when he
checked in.” “No.” Charlie said lightly, “When he came in, it was for quietness.” Close to
Takehiko Ito, but afraid of being discovered by Shangri-La’s true identity, so he asked
the people under his hands to open the room, and then he disguised himself and moved
in quietly, bypassing the surveillance, naturally he didn’t leave any check-in Information.

So if Chengfeng finds you again, you just tell him directly, saying that you have checked
the check-in information for the entire Shangri-La, and there is no such person as Zynn.
If he is not convinced, you can ask him to take out Zynn and move into Shangri-La.
Come up with evidence, or let him go to the police directly.”

After speaking, Charlie said again: “Then you can bite him again and ask him what he
meant, whether he deliberately wanted to trap the Wade Family and find a reason to
start a war with the Wade Family.

Zhongquan all listen to the staggering. At first, glance, feel Charlie said that this idea is
not very reliable.

but try to figure out a closer look, and feel seems to have worked.

Think again, people can not help but be overwhelmed with admiration and even his
mind Unable to hide his excitement, he murmured: “D@mn, if Zynn swaggered into
Shangri-La, then he must have a unshirkable responsibility for losing Shangri-La, as the



Shangri-La belongs to the Wade family. It is definitely impossible for the Wade family to
give an explanation.

“But the door of Shangri-La is open 24 hours a day. This son Zynn obviously can walk
in, but you have to sneak in like a mouse, and you don’t leave any traces on your own
initiative, then you can be fcuking d@mn if you lose it on my head, this is really a joke.

Thinking of this, he suddenly became excited and blurted out: “Charlie, it turns out that
you had thought about this a long time ago. This thing is really awesome.

Charlie said indifferently, “I can’t talk about awesomeness, but it won’t bring you the
trouble, but even if you say that, you can only make the Su Family suffer a dumb loss.
The Su Family will definitely record the disappearance of Zynn on your head, but I am
still under-fed, so You will have to help with this.

Zhongquan smiled and said, “It doesn’t matter. As long as Chengfeng has no direct
evidence to prove that the disappearance has something to do with the Wade family, he
has no reason to start a war against us. If there is no reason to start a war and then
force a war, the people above have their opinions It will only be bigger, so in this way,
Chengfeng would definitely not dare to make a mistake.

He could only be dumb and finished. He hurriedly asked again: “By the way, Charlie,
why did you send Zynn to Syria? That too under a warlord named Hamid’s hands.”

Charlie was not surprised when he heard him mention Hamid. After all, the whole
journey to Syria was arranged by his subordinate Chester, and Hamid sent him away. At
that time, Chester also saw him. Chester will inevitably report these situations to
Zhongquan.

Therefore, Charlie also admitted very generously, saying: “I asked Zynn to sponsor
Hamid with 100 million US dollars, and then I sent him there to experience life. The
place is isolated from the world. As long as I don’t let him go, the Su family may not be
able to find him for fifty years.

Zhongquan couldn’t help but said excitedly: “Awesome and beautifully done.”



Chapter 2762
Seeing that Zhongquan has no longer had his previous worries, Charlie said: “If there is
nothing else, I’ll hang up first, and I’m tired of the troubles along the way, so I have to
take a good rest.”

Zhongquan said in a hurry, “OK, well, well. Take a good rest first, grandpa won’t bother
you!”

Charlie was about to hang up, and suddenly remembered something, he said, “Oh, yes,
I plan to do ocean transportation. In the future, the Wade family will not talk to me or try
to snatch it?”

“What?” Zhongquan exclaimed: “You are going to do ocean transportation?”

“Yes.” Charlie said lightly: “It’s already in preparation. I will tell you after the project
starts. When the time comes, then I will take over the dividends released from the Su
family. In addition, in the market south of the Yangtze River, I hope that the Wade family
will not come to intervene.”

Zhongquan hesitated for a while, bit the bullet, and agreed, “Okay! In this case, then I
will fully support you in starting a business in that part.”

“OK,” Charlie sidewalk: “If so, then hang up,”

Zhongquan hung up the phone with mixed feelings.

Leon on the side listened silently, and when he saw him hung up the phone, he asked,
“Master, what did he say?”

Zhongquan probably repeated what he had said with Charlie on the phone just now.

Afterwards, he sighed: “Master Charlie is really amazing. He went to Syria alone, and
even called the commander of the opposition forces a brother, and also asked Zynn to
spit 100 million US dollars to the other party. This is tantamount to cultivating overseas
contacts. This time, Zynn disappeared, and the Su family’s dumb loss is settled.”



After speaking, he said with some annoyance: “It’s just that Charlie suddenly said that
he would engage in ocean transportation and hope that I would not interfere in Jthe
business in his area. I originally wanted to take the opportunity to grab this piece of Su’s
business market, but he wants it, and I have to give it to him. In this way, we will suffer a
lot of losses…. ..”

Leon asked him: “Then what are you going to do?”

Zhongquan said helplessly: “I won’t move the Su family for the time being. Let’s see if
he can do it. It would be a good thing if he can take advantage of the trend to make it
bigger. Then I can give him the transportation market in the south, but At that time, there
must be conditions. I will use this market space for him to return to the Wade family in a
fair manner.”

…

At this moment, Chengfeng is waiting for Zhongquan’s message while urging his
subordinates to collect clues.

However, just like when Shoude disappeared, the entire Aurous Hill is a black hole,
devouring his two sons and all information related to them.

At this moment, Anson reported a piece of news: “Master, the eldest master arranged
the financial affairs of an overseas company this morning and transferred 100 million
US dollars to a Swiss bank account!”

“What?!” Chengfeng blurted out: “Hurry up. Check it out for me! See who the receiving
account belongs to !”

Anson said helplessly: “Master, this is not available. The main reason why UBS has
been popular all over the world and survived to this day is to protect customer privacy.
It’s impossible to find out whoever checks it.”

After that, Anson added: “However, UBS was forced to sign agreements with some
countries. Under certain special circumstances, it can provide services to certain
countries. Customer information, but this is also limited to the national level. If you can
find the relationship above, it may be possible…”



“It doesn’t exist…” Chengfeng smacked his lips: “The people all over the country are
there. Scolding me, I have a lot of opinions from above. They didn’t directly ask me to
explain in the past. I am already burning the incense. If I go to them for help at this time,
wouldn’t I hit the gun?”

Anson said helplessly: “Then there may be no other way…”

Chengfeng frowned, and muttered: “I don’t quite understand, since 80% chance is there
that Zynn fell into the hands of the Wade family, then what’s the point of making this 100
million dollars from the Su family? They can’t care about such a little money…

Chapter 2763
Anson opened the mouth and said: “Maybe it was the smoke bomb they deliberately
released?”

“Smoke bomb?” Chengfeng was even more surprised, and said: “It’s not interesting to
have this kind of smoke bomb? …”

Just when Chengfeng was puzzled, Zhongquan called.

Chengfeng hurriedly connected, and blurted out: “Zhongquan, where is my son!”

Zhongquan said coldly: “Chengfeng, how do I know where your son is?”

Chengfeng cursed: “You fcuking fcuk, fcuking with me is a rogue Huh?! My son
disappeared from your Shangri-La Hotel! You fcuking tell me that you don’t know?”

Zhongquan immediately warned, “Chengfeng, it’s not so fcuking bloody! You said your
son disappeared at the Shangri-La Hotel, I let the People check all the check-in
information of Shangri-La, and there is no such name as Zynn Su! And I also asked
people to check the surveillance video, there is no footage of Zynn staying in
Shangri-La at all. I fcuking suspect now seriously. Did you deliberately find fault with
me? Did you make Zynn hide, then write and direct such a story , and then ran over to
question me and start a war with me?”



Chengfeng heard this. Suddenly he exploded, and he blurted out: “Stop fcuking f@rt!
Am I so bored?!”

Zhongquan sneered: “Who the hell knows you? Didn’t the Japanese use the same
reason in 1937?! I didn’t expect it. After so many years, let your old stuff learn it!”

“Fcuk!” Chengfeng gritted his teeth angrily: “Zhongquan, you f@rt your mother!”

“I f@rt?” Zhongquan said coldly: “Your son is just the root. never been to Shangri-La,
you come to question me now, this is not finding fault that? whenever your son really
moved into Shangri-La, you come back to me, I have nothing to say, your son may
come before?

Your son, if he hasn’t been here before, you dare to frame me, believe it or not, I will call
the police directly, or simply let us go to the people above, and have a good explanation
in front of them to see who is doing the trick!”

Chengfeng was speechless immediately.

Only then did he remember that his son had gone to Aurous Hill quietly, and he had not
said anything about it.

Moreover, when he checked in, he specially asked irrelevant people to open the room,
and then he sneaked into Shangri-La quietly under the cover of his confidant.

More importantly, he hasn’t been out or showed up since he checked into the hotel. It
stands to reason that Shangri-La could not have known his existence.

“So, how did Zynn disappear?!”

“Could it be…Is it really not the Wade Family’s work behind this incident?”

“If it isn’t the Wade Family, who would it be… …” At this time, Chengfeng suddenly
thought of his second son, Shoude.

The second son, Shoude, had disappeared at the Aurous Hill International Hotel, and
the hotel had nothing to do with the Wade family.



Moreover, the way he went missing was also very strange, and he disappeared
suddenly without leaving any clues.

In this way, the disappearance of Zynn really has the same effect…

Chapter 2764
At this time, Anson, the butler of the Su family, spoke to the side: “Master, I always feel
that this matter is very strange, and the Wade Family still can’t get rid of the
relationship.”

Chengfeng sighed, “Yes. Even if it was the Wade Family’s actions. We have no good
way this time. After all, from the beginning, Zynn deliberately avoided the sight of
outsiders. Now there is no evidence to prove that he has been to Shangri-La. How can
we say that he was there? Even if this matter is brought to the top, we are still making
trouble.”

Anson said depressedly: “Then we can’t just eat this and be the dumb losers, the
second young master is missing, and the eldest young master is also missing. When did
our Su family suffer from this kind of loss…If this spreads out, in the future, in front of
outsiders, the Su family will lose face…”

Chengfeng clenched his fists and felt a wave of nasty anger in his heart. There is
nowhere to vent.

How could he not be annoyed when the two sons disappeared one after another.

However, the two sons are like sinking into the sea, making people unable to find any
information or clues, which is full of weirdness.

Moreover, even though Chengfeng knew that the Wade Family must have inseparable
ties to the incident, he still didn’t want to believe that all of this was the Wade Family’s
work.

Because in his knowledge of the Wade Family, it absolutely does not possess such
abilities.



Take the situation when the second son Shoude disappeared, at that time the top
master of He family stayed at the Aurous Hill International Hotel together with Shoude to
ensure safety.

But even so, Shoude still disappeared under his nose.

Afterward, in addition to pleading guilty to matter, Old He also concluded in one word
that the strength of the person who kidnapped the second young master must be above
him.

Just this sentence left Chengfeng’s heart lingering.

At first, he couldn’t figure out how could anyone in Aurous Hill have the strength above
Elder He, and secondly, he didn’t believe that Wade Family could have such a top
expert.

So, he said to Anson with a cold face: “Aurous Hill is an extraordinary place, maybe
there are really some amazing masters living there. I don’t know if the old guy Dan can
find relevant clues this time. I have invited a top metaphysical master from the UK and
asked him to go to Aurous Hill quietly. If he can find a clue, this person will be able to kill
him and eliminate my troubles !”

Anson couldn’t help asking, “Master, then What do we still want Dan and his
great-grandson to do? The two of them took so much money from us and were unwilling
to help us kill people. The price/performance ratio is too low!”

Chengfeng inevitably said a little annoyedly: The old thing! It was due to my father’s
respect for him, so I invited him over. I didn’t expect this old thing to be so ignorant. This
time, if he can help me find the man behind the scenes, everything will be paid back.
Well, if he can’t find, I don’t think he needs to return to the United States!”

…

After several hours of flying, Roma finally arrived in Aurous Hill before dark.

As soon as the plane landed, Issac’s men directly used a helicopter to take her from the
airport to Shangri-La.



Hearing that she has arrived at Shangri-La, Issac immediately came to Charlie’s room
and knocked on the door.

When Charlie opened the door, he respectfully said: “Master, Roma is here, when will
you see her?”

Charlie said, “Just now, where is she now?”

Issac replied respectfully: “I.” I asked my subordinates to take her to my office.”

Charlie nodded: “Come, let’s go to your office and meet her.”

Issac asked hurriedly, “Master, do you want to invite Miss Ruoli over?”

“Don’t worry. “Charlie said: “I want to talk to her first.”

“Okay,” replied Issac.

Chapter 2765
Charlie and Issac came to the office together. Issac opened the door first. At this
moment, a middle-aged woman in her late 40s or early 50s with only one arm was
sitting on the sofa in the office.

This woman is Ruoli’s biological mother, Roma.

Roma was also a standard lady back then. Her appearance was originally a first-class
beauty. Coupled with years of martial arts practice, she was tall and well-proportioned,
but she lacked an arm that seemed a bit off.

Seeing Charlie and Issac walking in, Roma hurriedly stood up, her expression and
demeanor were somewhat cautious.

In her opinion, after all, the other party is the Wade Family Young Master, with noble
status, and she is just a member of a martial arts family and a disabled person, so she
feels a little inferior.



As soon as Charlie entered the room, he walked towards her with a smile, and said,
“Hello, you should be Ms. Roma, right?”

Seeing Charlie, Roma also guessed from the details of Issac opening the door for him.
It’s Wade Family Master.

So she said very humbly: “Master Wade, I’m just an inconspicuous female in the He
family. I can’t afford to meet the Young Master Wade, you are so polite…”

Charlie smiled slightly: “Ms. He doesn’t have to be this way. Say, in terms of age, you
are my elder, and I naturally have to respect it.”

Roma did not expect that Charlie would not have the slightest pretension of a young
master, and the first impression of him deep in her heart was very good.

Moreover, she vaguely felt that the young master in front of her, although she could not
see any martial arts cultivation skills, always gave people an unfathomable feeling, and
should not be an ordinary person.

So she asked respectfully: “Master Wade, I don’t know why you are looking for me?”

Charlie smiled and said: “Ms. He, please sit down first, don’t stand up and talk.”

“Okay. …” Roma nodded and sat back on the sofa.

Charlie also sat down opposite her, and said, “I heard that Ms. He’s family is a
well-known martial arts family in China?”

Roma hurriedly said, “Master Wade, our He family has indeed practiced martial arts for
many years, but we can’t talk about it. It’s very famous. After all, there are many families
in China, Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, and there should be many who are stronger
than the He family.”

Charlie smiled: “Ms. He doesn’t have to be so humble. As far as I know, the He family is
one of the four major martial arts families in China. Being able to rank in the top four
proves that it is definitely not a vain name.”



Roma smiled faintly and said: “The martial arts family itself is nothing special. After all, it
is necessary to live by the real top family, otherwise, like ours. The family, once the
financial support of the top family is gone, I’m afraid the descendants of the family will
not even have the conditions to practice martial arts.”

After that, she looked at Charlie and asked curiously: “Master Wade, you want to see
me by name, I don’t know what it is. What’s the matter? Is the Wade family interested in
cooperating with our He family?”

Charlie smiled: “Of course I want to cooperate deeply with Ms. He and the He family, but
I do not represent the Wade family, but myself.”

Roma was a little puzzled. The young master of the Wade Family in front of her said
that he does not represent the Wade Family. Could it be that he has established
himself?

At this time, Charlie said again: “By the way, Ms. He, I invite you over this time, mainly
because I want you to come over to meet an old friend. As for cooperation, we can take
a long time to discuss.”

“Old friend?!” Roma was surprised. “Master Wade, I don’t know who is that you are
talking about?”

Charlie smiled and said, “Ms. He, don’t worry, you will know who it is when she comes.”

After speaking, He winked at Issac, and said, “Mr. Issac, go get her over!”


